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• I’ve implemented, sold and built AI platforms my whole career

- before AI was cool again and before everybody knew what NLP stood for

• I head the development and commercialization of Ada, an AI/ML platform for IQVIA 

Technologies (customer-facing product)

• I love building platforms, customer-facing or not

• Current team is 4 ML engineers, 3 platform engineers, 1 product manager

- Doubling next year, we’re recruiting! 

• Based in Plymouth Meeting, PA, USA

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sophie-forge-3bb3012/

About me

Sophie Forge

https://www.iqvia.com/solutions/technologies/orchestrated-customer-engagement
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sophie-forge-3bb3012/
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Business Scale

$9.7 Billion
Revenue in 2017

$26.49 Billion
Market Cap

IQVIA in a nutshell
Domain Expertise

55,000+ 
Experts Serving Clients in 

100+ Countries

4,500+
Technology Experts

2,500+
Advanced Analytics/ Data 

Scientists/ Statisticians

1,400+
PhDs

Unparalleled Data

530M+
Non-identified patient 

records

400,000+
Sourced of Social Media

900,000+
Data feeds

~30 Petabytes 
Of Unique Data

The largest provider of 

data, services and 

technology for the Life 

Sciences industry
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Our vast set of capabilities powers AI/ML for healthcare… 

TRANSFORMATIVE TECH

• Custom stack of big data technologies

• Specialized software designed for 

healthcare AI/ML models

DOMAIN EXPERTISE

• Deep knowledge of Life Sciences industry with 

therapeutic expertise

• 2,500+ data scientists & statisticians 

with healthcare data expertise

• Decades of knowhow curating healthcare data 

globally 

UNPARELLELED DATA

• World leader in multi-national data acquisition, 

cleansing, tagging, de-identifying, integration

• 30 petabytes of data under management.

• More data collected annually than Google

ADVANCED ANALYTICS

• Continuously expanding library of algorithms 

designed for healthcare applications

• 150+ Patent Pending methodologies

• Statistical Quality Assurance
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…and the CORE dynamically integrates all of our capabilities



IQVIA Technologies Vision

Patient

experience

A global technology partner “from molecule to market”

Engagement 

in commercial

Launch 

optimized

Market 

access

Sales 

forces

Digital 

marketing

Medical 

liaison

Adverse 

events

Research 

& discovery

Pre-clinical 

services

Patient 

recruitment

Clinical Trial 

optimized

Real world 

evidence

Compliance

services

Launch 

readiness

Evidence in

development
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Commercial operationsResearch and development

Apps & 

Compliance

Services 

& BI
Data

QuintilesIMS Confidential.  For Discussion Purposes Only.  Not Approved by Management
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From knowledge workers to digital workers to augmented workers

AI is changing the way people work in Life Sciences (and elsewhere)

Knowledge Worker Digital Worker Augmented Worker

The Evolution of Augmented Intelligence 

(Human Insight) (Technology Driven) (Outcome Focused)

Breakdown Knowledge Silos

The whole is more valuable than the 
sum of its parts 

• Human expertise is effective only in 
pockets if not scaled

• Matrixed organizations face 
greatest  data challenges 

• Knowledge dispersion leads to 
disjointed decision-making

Add Meaning to Data 

Data without context is like a rowboat 
without a paddle

• Challenges with making sense of 
big data

• Data must be delivered near real-
time and must be tailored to the 
question at hand.

Evolve to the Augmented Worker

Making better decisions through the 
use of automation

• Marriage of technology driven 
output with human expertise

• Improve efficiency and productivity

• Action oriented decisions 
supported by deep niche data
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Turn knowledge into actionable insights for users of our applications

IQVIA Artificial Intelligence = Ada

Recommend Next Best 

HCP to call on based

on my location, time

of day etc.

Notify the marketing 

persona on the 

expected outcome

of a campaign/journey

What is 

happening?

What do I 

need to 

know?

Notification

What do you 

recommend?

What should 

I always do?

Automation

What can I 

expect to 

happen?

Prediction

What can I 

potentially 

avoid?

Prevention

What do I 

need to do 

right now?

Awareness

What are others 

doing that I 

should look at?

Imitation

What is a 

question you 

don’t have the 

answer to?

Contribution

Notify the sales

persona when target 

doctors show a 

declining sales/market 

share trend

Ada OUTCOMES

Perception Suggestion

Ada
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SocialCRM

MCM

Sales Force 

Effectiveness

Compliance Content 

Management Performance

Management

Ada Capabilities to Support Enterprise Applications

ADA OUTCOMES

ALGORITHM LIBRARY

ADA PLATFORM Deep 

Learning
Natural Language 

Processing

Statistical 

Inference
Machine 

Learning

Ada
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End-state vision

A shared-service AI/ML platform

1. Injects intelligence into all 20+ products of the portfolio

a) “Next Best” recommendations

b) Text-understanding services

c) Context-based alerts and business processes

d) Optional delivery via chatbot/voice to text

2. Supports orchestration across 20+ products in 6 pillars

3. Uses insights from IQVIA data into its recommendations

Ada

Role based algorithms 

delivering intelligence with ambience 

and a deep understand of the user’s 

context

Ada
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Lessons Learned
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To deliver intelligence to multiple tenants of multiple products at scale, you need to…

Lessons learned

productize your Machine Learning algorithms and publish them on an enterprise-

grade platform

1. Think software engineering first, ML second

2. Think APIs first, and real-time data flows

3. Think operations, ML operations

4. Think scalability

5. Innovate, but don’t forget to “borrow brilliance”*

Ada

*David Kord Murray – Borrowing brilliance https://www.brillianceaudio.com/product?i=2733

https://www.brillianceaudio.com/product?i=2733
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1.Think software engineering first, ML second

• Productizing Machine learning code ensure the models

- runs optimally, 

- can be debugged easily, 

- have robust tests to catch run-time errors before they happen

- include a feedback loop to measure model/algorithm performance for insights

• That’s where data science meets software engineering

- Iterative development and delivery

- Efficient code management (versioning, frequent commits, etc)

- Continuous integration/Continuous deployment (CI/CD)

- Test, test, test, test (unit, integration, Model, data)

Ada
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1.Think software engineering first, ML second

• Hire a Machine Learning architect

- Designs the Machine Learning architecture for SaaS application 

- Designs the total solution from:

› requirements analysis, 

› design and engineering for data ingestion, 

› pipeline, 

› data preparation & orchestration, 

› applying the right ML algorithms on the data stream, 

› delivery mode of the predictions

- Interfaces between the platform and the ML engineers: 

› ensures algorithms design is compliant with platform requirements as well as functional requirements

- Champions software engineering best practices in ML team

Ada
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2. Think APIs first, and real-time data flows

• Productizing ML also means real-time data flows (when necessary)

- Real-time data ingestion for real-time model/prediction updates

- Robust real-time APIs

Ada

For example, data in a CRM is constantly 

updated with new activity…

…The next best customer to go see 

depends on who you just saw…

…The algorithm needs to have access to 

this information to deliver value.
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3. Think operations, ML operations

• Ada will be serving many tenants for 20+ different products

• To build an enterprise-grade SaaS Machine Learning platform, you 

need flawless operations

- Easy/automated deployment of new tenants and new algorithms for 

existing tenants

- Easy/automated management & monitoring for ProdOps team

- Continuous health monitoring for models

- Focus on Non Functional requirements: scalability, high-availability, 

disaster recovery

Ada

Automate Automate

ScaleScale

Test

Risk 

Management

Measure 

Success

Dev-Ops

ML-Ops

Manage ML 

Models
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Containers 

4. Think scalability

• For Ada, 1 algorithm instance = 1 container*

• Containerization of the application enables:

- auto-scaling based on data load (input or output)

- use of multiple ML platforms on the same infrastructure

- high performance in response time

- Cloud-agnosticity (in theory)

Ada

*for more info on containers, see https://cloud.google.com/containers/

https://cloud.google.com/containers/
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5. Innovate, but don’t forget to “borrow brilliance”*

• Build for now, with next year in mind

- FAAMG are moving fast in 

commoditizing ML

• Don’t reinvent the wheel

- Chances are somebody has already 

solved the problem you are trying to 

solve

• Use open source software

- Avoid vendor lock-in

Ada

*David Kord Murray – Borrowing brilliance https://www.brillianceaudio.com/product?i=2733

Design choices Technology/Solution

State of the art Big Data 

environment

O
p
e
n
 s

o
u
rc

e
 to

o
ls

Modular architecture Micro-service architecture

Standard Machine learning 

/ NLP language & 

framework
AND

Infrastructure agnosticity & 

portability

https://www.brillianceaudio.com/product?i=2733
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Thank you!


